
Set Construction Vocabulary

Materials:

Muslin: A cotton fabric in a plain weave, used extensively in theatrical construction for coverings, drops, 
and scenery.

Paint:  Paint is composed of pigment, binder, and vehicle.

Pigment:  the color in paint

Binder:  this is what makes the paint stick to a surface and itself

Vehicle: this is what allows the paint to move. I.e. oil based, water based, etc.

House paint: Paint that has pigment, binder, vehicle AND filler

Primer: Paint that is has more binder and pigment

Stage paint: paint that has more pigment.

1x4: stock lumber measures ¾”x3 ½” most commonly used in 8’ long pieces

2x4: Stock lumber measures 1 ½”x 3 ½” most commonly used in 8’ long pieces

Sheet stock: Plywood, most commonly in 4’x8’

Luan: a common name given to ¼” 3 layer ply wood with one finished side.  

¾” ply: Plywood that has five to 9 layers and is ¾” thick

Tools:  

Framing Hammer: A hammer that is used to drive larger nails with a head, also used in demolition.  

Tack Hammer: A smaller hammer that is used to driver smaller finishing (headless) nails.

Phillips Screwdriver: A screwdriver used to drive phillips head screws

Slotted Screwdriver: A screwdriver used to drive slotted screws

Wrenches

Crescent: Also called and adjustable wrench, has an adjustable jaw to fit many size bolts

Pipe: Wrench that has jaws that adjust to fit different size pipes.  The jaws grab the pipe and can 
mar the surface.  Also sometimes called a “monkey” wrench.

Ratchet: This is used in conjunction with a socket to fit a certain size bolt.  Drives the bolt or nut 
at a 90deg angle.

Box end: non adjustable wrench that has one open end and one boxed end.  

Tape measure: A compact device of measurement that is self-contained and retractable.



Level: Used to level scenery.  Most commonly a bubble level where the bubble indicates a level surface 
by being centered in its tube.

Chalk line: a chalked string that, when pulled taught and snapped against a surface, leaves a straight line 
of chalk. Can be filled with many materials not just powdered chalk.  Other common materials are 
graphite and charcoal.

Staple gun:  Manual or pneumatic device that drives staples.

Hot glue gun: Device that heats and applies hot glue.

Clamps

C:  a clamp that has a “c” shaped frame with a jaw that adjusts with a screw.

Quick:  a newer, trigger activated, clamp.  Has less clamping force that the other types of clamps 
but is much faster.

Pipe: Uses a pipe for the spine of the clamp.

Putty knife: for applying putty and smoothing off rough edges.

Saws:

Crosscut: A hand saw that is used for cutting across the grain of stock lumber.

Hack: A hand saw that is used for cutting metal

Back: A saw that cuts on the back stroke, normally used in mitre boxes.

Mitre:  Generally a motorized circular saw mounted on a base that allows for multiple angles 
when cross cutting stock lumber.

Table: A saw that cuts horizontally. Normally used for rip cuts (cuts that follow the grain of the 
lumber).

Band: mechanical motorized saw that has a thin metal blade that runs along two drive wheels.  
The saw blade resembles a metal band.

Sabre/Jig: portable and can use any of several different blades to make curved  cuts in a variety 
of materials, including lumber, plastic, or metal.

Sawzall: Motorized saw with a reciprocating blade that is normally used for much heavier 
materials, metals, and demolition.

File: for shaping and smoothing either wood or metal.

Drills:

Portable: battery powered drill.  This is most often used for driving screws and drilling smaller 
holes (less than ¾”)



Corded: A drill that plugs into an Edison outlet in the theatre.  Often more powerful than a 
portable drill.

Drill press:  A stationary drill with a platform that materials must be clamped to.

Hammer Drill:  Heavy duty, normally corded, drill used for masonry.  Has incredible torque and 
should be handled carefully.

Disc Sander: motorized sander that has a circular motion only with replaceable sanding pads in different 
grits.

Random Orbital Sander: Motorized sander that has a random orbital motion with replaceable sanding 
pads in different grits.

Belt Sander: Motorized sander that has a belt and only sands in one direction.  Can be hand held or 
bench mounted.

Sanding Block: A hand held block of material that has a certain grit.  Some sanding blocks have 
replaceable sandpaper, others, such as foam sanding blocks, have only one grit and are thrown away 
when the grit is gone.

Ground Plan: A bird’s eye view of the set.  Lacking many artistic details.  Sets spacing for the set and the 
stage.  Used by all members of a production and design team.  

Elevations: Different views of a three dimensional area or object

Front Elevation: this shows the view of the object as the audience sees it

Section Elevation: A scale picture or drawing that cuts away part of the object or space to allow 
visualization of the interior. Or (per the book): provides a cross-sectional view, which, when considered 
along with the other elevations, can give you a more three-dimensional idea of the object.

Detail Elevation: a picture or drawing that shows detail of an object to allow those building the item to 
replicate the item exactly. This blows up an important piece of the drawing to highlight important details 
that may not be clear from the other elevations.

Fasteners:

Nails: (common, box, finishing, double head, screw, and clout) are driven into a surface using a 
hammer or nail gun. Tacks, pins, brads, and spikes are also classified as nails.

Screws: (standard, phillips, drywall, etc) are driven into a surface with a screwdriver or drill.

Wood Screws: screws specifically made for use in wood.  Generally have a finer pitch than 
drywall screws and have a thicker shank.

Drywall Screws: Screws designed to hold drywall panels up in a house.  Used extensively in 
theatre for all construction due to their light weight, ease of driving, strength, and low cost.

Staples: Wire with two prongs that is driven by hand (staple gun) or pneumatics. Used when 
attaching fabric, cardboard, or other light materials to wood by means of a staple gun.



Glue:  (wood and instant glue, wheat paste) is used to attach lighter weight materials.  Hot glue 
is sometimes used as well; this is applied with a hot glue gun.

Tape:  (duct, masking, electrical, gaffers, Dutchman) has a variety of uses in the theatre; among 
these, it can be used to spike the floor plan of the set.  (fluorescent tape referred to as “glow tape” is 
ofte used on the floor ofr corners of furniture and other set pieces to help actors to see the edges of 
obstacles during stage blackouts.)

Paint Technique:

Prime coat: first layer of paint.

Prime: To cover previous paint or prepare a surface for painting

Base: a layer of foundational paint applied after the prime coat

Spatter: a tight driping effect that adds break up.

Stencil: a cut out that when painted over leaves a pattern on the material.


